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Executive Summary 

 
1.1 This report seeks approval for the 2022/23 Capital Investment and Disposal 

Strategy (‘The Strategy’) set out in Appendix 1, which outlines how the Council 
will meet the requirements of the relevant legislation, codes of practice and 
guidance that form the Prudential Framework, MHCLG Guidance on Local 
Authority Investments, and Public Work Loan Board (PWLB) Lending Terms. 

 
1.2 The Strategy is the Council’s policy for ensuring that the following outcomes are 

met: 
 

 To provide an overview of the Council’s plans for capital investments/disposals, 
and asset management planning. 

 To set out the governance process for approval and monitoring of capital 
expenditure, and any related long-term liabilities. 

 To show how the Council’s planned capital expenditure will be funded within 
the context of relevant funding limits, how any external debt will be repaid, and 
what the associated costs are. 

 To set out the Council’s approach to property investment/development activities 
including due diligence, risk appetite and proportionality in respect of the 
Council’s overall resources. 

 To summarise the knowledge and skills available to the Council, and whether 
these are considered commensurate with its risk appetite. 

 
1.3 The Strategy is a high level overview of how the Council’s capital expenditure, 

capital financing and treasury management activity contribute to the provision of 
services.  The Strategy provides an overview of how risks are managed, and 
what the implications are for future financial sustainability.  The purpose of the 
Strategy is to set out how the Council takes capital expenditure and investment 
decisions in line with service objectives and properly takes account of 
stewardship, value for money, prudence, sustainability and affordability. 

 
1.4 The Strategy references the current limits to Council borrowing that are set out 

in the Treasury Management Strategy and confirms that a review of current 
strategies and limits in place that govern how the Council manages its debt levels 
is currently underway, as detailed at paragraph 4.2.5 of this report. It is 
recommended that the implementation of the outcome of this review is delegated 



to the Cabinet Member for Finance and Corporate and the Chief Finance Officer 
to be implemented in financial year 2022/23 as part of the bi-annual Treasury 
Management Strategy reporting processes. 

 
 

Recommendations 
 
 
2.1 The annual Capital Investment and Disposal Strategy for 2022/23 be 

recommended to Council for approval with particular reference to: 
 

 The objectives of the Strategy contained in section 2 and Appendices. 
 

 The approach to and governance arrangement around property 
investment/development contained in section 5. 

 
 The Council’s risk appetite and quantitative indicators set out in section 6.3. 

 
2.2 It is recommended that Cabinet consider and recommend to Council that 

delegated authority is given to the Cabinet Member for Finance and Corporate 
and the Chief Finance Officer to implement the outcome of the review of the 
current strategies and limits in place that govern how the Council manages its 
debt levels, and to report this outcome via the biannual Treasury Management 
Strategy update. 

 
2.3 Members should note the report of the Chief Finance Officer in terms of the 

affordability and risks associated with the Capital Investment and Disposal 
Strategy, as set out in paragraph 5.2. 

 
 

Reasons for Recommendations 
 
3.1 The report is produced to gain Cabinet Members’ approval of the Capital 

Investment and Disposal Strategy for submission to Full Council and to ensure 
that Cabinet Members are informed of and ensure adherence to the 
requirements of the Prudential Framework, MHCLG Guidance on Local 
Authority Investments, and PWLB Lending Terms. 

 
 

Key Points for Consideration 
 
4.1 Background 
 
4.1.1 The Local Government Act 2003 and supporting regulations requires the Council 

to have regard to the Chartered Institute of Public Finance (CIPFA) Prudential 
Code, the CIPFA Treasury Management Code of Practice, and MHCLG 
Guidance on Local Authority Investments, to ensure that the Council’s capital 
investment plans are affordable, prudent and sustainable. 

 



4.1.2 The Prudential Code was revised in 2017 to include a requirement for local 
authorities to produce a capital strategy, ‘in order to demonstrate that the 
authority takes capital expenditure and investment decisions in line with service 
objectives and properly takes account of stewardship, value for money, 
prudence, sustainability and affordability’.  The strategy should set out ‘the long-
term context in which capital expenditure and investment decisions are made 
and gives due consideration to both risk and reward and impact on the 
achievement of priority outcomes’.  

 
4.1.3 MHCLG Guidance on Local Authority Investments published in February 2018 

widened the definition of an investment to include all the financial assets of an 
authority as well as other non-financial assets held primarily or partially to 
generate a profit.  This wider definition includes investment property portfolios. 
The Guidance requires local authorities to produce an investment strategy, which 
must be approved by Full Council on an annual basis, but which can be included 
within a capital or treasury management strategy as appropriate. 

 
4.1.4 In March 2020 HM Treasury issued a consultation document around the future 

lending terms to be applied to PWLB, in response to significant borrowing 
undertaken by Local Authorities for the purpose of investing in commercial 
property.  The consultation was concluded and implemented in November 2020 
with the outcome that continued access to PWLB borrowing would be removed 
for Authorities who intend to buy ‘commercial assets primarily for yield’.  This 
strategy confirms that the Council has no plans to buy commercial assets 
primarily for yield within its capital programme, and as such any borrowing 
undertaken via the Public Works Loan Board will be carried out with full 
adherence to the revised PWLB lending terms.  The strategy makes clear that 
future property investment undertaken via the Council’s Property Growth Fund 
will focus on regeneration priorities as set out in the capital programme, with 
financial return as a secondary consideration.   

 
4.1.5 The Strategy included at Appendix 1 incorporates the requirements of the revised 

Prudential Code, MHCLG Guidance and PWLB Lending Terms. 
 
4.1.6 The Strategy focuses on the core principles underpinning the Council’s five-year 

capital programme and the links to service delivery via the Place Plan, the 
Townships Plan, the Medium Term Financial Strategy and the Asset Strategy.  It 
sets out the position in terms of planned capital expenditure and resources 
available for funding.  It also focusses on the key issues and risks associated 
with capital investment, and the governance framework required to ensure the 
Strategy is delivered.  

  
4.2 Capital Investment and Disposal Strategy 
 
4.2.1 The Council’s Capital Investment and Disposal Strategy sets out the governance 

processes surrounding capital expenditure which culminates in the five-year 
capital programme approved at Budget Council on an annual basis, detailing the 
pipeline process that capital schemes must adhere to in order to gain approval, 
including demonstrating links to the Council’s Corporate Strategies.  It also 



provides an overview of the plans in place to effectively manage the Council’s 
assets, and thereby safeguard the Council’s capital investment.  

 
 
4.2.2 The proposed capital programme for 2022/23 to 2026/27 is as follows: 
 

  2022/23 
£’000 

2023/24 
£’000 

2024/25 
£’000 

2025/26 
£’000 

2026/27 
£’000 

Total Requirement 157,703 89,006 57,138 28,309 25,653 
 
4.2.3 The Strategy has particular focus on the Council’s property investment activity in 

line with the objectives of the Asset Strategy.  Consideration of proportionality is 
included, and the extent to which the Council is dependent on the income it 
derives from its property investments.  The Strategy also sets out policies and 
procedures in respect of property investment activity, including the extensive 
opportunity appraisal and due diligence procedures the Council undertakes 
before entering any investment, and additional governance arrangements for 
such investments. 

 
4.2.4 Treasury management is a vital component of any capital strategy; although this 

is covered in detail in the annually approved Treasury Management Strategy the 
Capital Investment and Disposal Strategy gives an overview of the governance 
arrangements, borrowing limits and risk management particular to the treasury 
management requirements of the Council’s capital investments, and how any 
external debt incurred will be repaid. 

 
4.2.5 In September 2021 Cabinet received a report detailing the Council’s exposure to 

financial risk as a result of property investment activities.  The recommendations 
included further detailed work to be undertaken by the Chief Finance Officer in 
order to quantify reasonable and prudent limits to apply to the Council’s 
borrowing and investment activity, including further investigation into how the 
Council benchmarks in this area against our statistical neighbours.  This work 
will continue into 2022/23 to allow review of updated benchmarking data 
following conclusion of the current budget process in March.  Once this process 
is concluded, it is recommended that authority is delegated to the Cabinet 
Member for Finance and Corporate and the Chief Finance Officer to implement 
the outcome of the review, and this will be reported to Members as part of the bi-
annual Treasury Management Strategy reporting processes.     

 
4.2.6 The Strategy also sets out the Council’s risk appetite, affordability and exposure 

with respect to its non-treasury investment activities, in the form of a number of 
quantitative indicators recommended in the MHCLG Guidance.  The Council’s 
current and planned exposure to risk as a result of its non-treasury investment 
activities is considered to be proportionate, acceptable, and affordable in the 
context of the overall budget. 

  
4.2.7 Section 6 of the Strategy focusses on the skills and knowledge available to the 

Council in carrying out its capital investment activities, and the extent to which it 
uses external advisors in the course of those activities.  Updates in relation to 
PWLB borrowing regulations have been provided to Members in 2021/22, and 



further development in terms of skills and knowledge in capital investment, 
including the skills and knowledge of Members of the Property Growth Fund Sub-
Committee, is under development and will be completed in 2022/23. 

 
4.4 Alternatives Considered 
 
4.4.1 There are no feasible alternatives – all proposals are in accordance with the 

revised CIPFA Prudential Code, which has been formally adopted by the 
Council and with Government guidance regarding Local Authority Investments. 

 
 

Costs and Budget Summary 
 
5.1 Financial implications are considered in the main body of the report. 

Appropriate budgets exist for all capital activity outlined, as detailed in the 
Capital Programme 2022/23 – 2026/27 report to Cabinet on 10 February 2022. 

 
5.2 The Council’s Chief Finance Officer confirms that the affordability and risk 

associated with the Capital Investment and Disposal Strategy are acceptable in 
terms of the Council’s overall financial position and risk appetite. 

 
Risk and Policy Implications 

 
6.1 In preparing the report financial risks have been considered in relation to the 

best methods of managing the Council’s exposure to the various risks arising 
from its commercial property investment activities. 

 
6.2 Key risks are set out in section 6.3 of the Strategy and include: 
 

 Financial risks – e.g. the impact of investments on cash flow; market volatility 
 Macroeconomic risk – i.e. factors affecting the local or national global 

economy 
 Credit and counterparty risk – e.g. where a tenant fails to meet rental 

payments 
 Operational risk – relating to failures of processes, systems or people 
 Strategic risk – e.g. those presented by significant investments, new ventures 

etc. 
 Reputational risk – i.e. adverse reputational impacts from investment 

activities 
 Environment and social risks – relating to  the environmental or social impact 

of the Council’s investments  
 Governance risk – i.e. where governance processes are insufficient to ensure 

investment outcomes 
 

as well as specific risks associated with property investment such as vacancies/ 
void periods, reduction in capital value, a downturn in the property market, lack 
of diversification and poor liquidity.  

 
 



6.3 It is believed that the strategy proposed will allow the Council to continue to 
effectively manage its exposure to these risks without any significant increases 
in overall financial risk. 

 
 

Consultation 
 
7.1 Stakeholders are consulted through the development of the Strategy with the 

Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee receiving the report on 8 February 
2022. 

 
 

Background Papers: For further information about this report or access to 
background papers please contact Michelle Ashworth (Head of Commercial, 

Economy & Resources Finance) Finance Services, Floor 2, Number 1 
Riverside, Smith Street, Rochdale OL16 9DJ.  Tel – 01706 924197. 
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